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The early years are very crucial to lifelong learning, well being and lays the foundation for 
upcoming years at school. Every child deserves the best possible start in life and support to 
reach their full potential. Kindergarten at Presidency strives to provide an ambience for learning 
that triggers wondrous experimentation, creativity and exploration. We nurture the natural 
curiosity and joy for learning that young children possess, by providing a well-structured 
Kindergarten program, high quality personal care and abundant learning experiences.



“Every day is beautiful, every moment a new discovery, we laugh, we learn, we have lots of 
fun in our exciting journey as we find new confidence every day!”

welcome to our world
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Learning is all about caring, sharing and 
responding. The experiences of Early Years 
sets the tone for lifelong learning. The 
utmost care has gone into designing an 
experiential learning curriculum exclusively 
for the little ones at Presidency. Our 
curriculum framework is deeply grounded in 
theories of learning that encourage children 
to think creatively, develop problem solving 
abilities and promote social-emotional skills so 
that they will succeed in a complex and ever 
changing world. Ample opportunities are 
provided to lure the young absorbent minds 
as they discover the various domains of 
learning in early childhood.

Knowing the 
Kindergarten Way

Thematic 
Curriculum



“Today we learnt about the big bad wolf and the brave little girl. It was fun, with the
teacher narrating the story using different voices, I pretended to be the Grandma in
the story!”



Language is pervasive in almost everything children do. At Presidency, we ensure that 
children are immersed in a broad palette of literacy experiences. Reading aloud is the 
foundation and one of the building blocks of literacy development. It teaches children 
to be good listeners, grow their imagination and expose them to new vocabulary. 
Storytelling opens a realm of life itself which children adore and cherish. Children enjoy 
and absorb the stories with enthusiasm, interest in the story animation, and the use of 
voices as tools in making the characters and action come alive. This is supported by a 
strong, scientific and a multi-sensory phonic programme that gives them adequate oppor-
tunities to practice and build independent reading eventually. Apart from stories, 
children are immersed in songs, chants, phonemic awareness, literacy centres and writing 
activities that build a strong foundation for early literacy



At our Kindergarten classrooms, free choice is an invaluable chunk of time. Every child is 
unique and so are their preferences. A child develops a more genuine interest and learns 
to follow the direction of his or her 'inner voice' when given the freedom to choose his or 
her work. The free will of every child is respected and nurtured. We create an environment 
for children where they can choose to work on, perhaps a puzzle, stringing beads, building 
blocks or simply looking at a book. This span of time is crucial in making a child independent, 
aids their decision making, puts to use their growing social skills and also serves as an 
opportunity to practice what they learn in class.



“Full of things to do, I play to learn and learn to play 
with my teacher and my friends.”



Three, four and five-year-olds are natural, enthusiastic learners. Their impulse to ask 
questions, to investigate, to explore, examine, and experiment, comes from a burning 
curiosity about the world and a desire to understand things. They learn, grow and 
absorb through the plenty of opportunities provided to them to interact with the materials 
and the environment. Our thematic curriculum gives young learners exposure to various 
themes that blend to make sense of the world around them in the most thoughtful and 
engaging way.



“Today we learnt that the sun is also a star and it looks yellow to us because 
of the air around the earth - something called atmosphere!”



STEAM is an educational approach to learning that uses Science, Technology, Engineering, 
the Arts and Mathematics as thresholds for guiding a child’s inquiry, triggering dialogue 
and promoting critical thinking. Our Themes are woven around the STEAM approach to 
make learning more effective and the end results are astonishing. It enables a child to take 
thoughtful risks, engage in experiential learning, problem solving, embrace collaboration 
and work through the creative process. With a sound foundation of STEAM in their learn-
ing, they are  equipped to grow into  future innovators, educators, leaders and learners of 
the 21st century!



“Did you know that the steam that we see from a tea cup can move 
an engine, so light yet so powerful...”



Faculty: 
The role of a teacher in early education  is critical for the holistic development of a child. 
Our Kindergarten educators are competent, committed and energetic. Regular trainings 
and workshops on pedagogy and professional development enables them to enrich the 
learning experience of the child.  



“Always around, always with a smile, she is there to guide
me as I discover more  each day.”



Transport
School buses are available from specific pickup points. 
Lady attendants will be there in all the buses.

Safety and Security
Safety and security of every child is of utmost importance to us at Presidency. In order to uphold this, 
various measures are adopted such as-
Mandatory Visitor Registration at the entrance.
Complete surveillance of the schools through CCTV cameras.
Complete and constent vigilance of every child by Teachers/ Coordinators and all the staff members.

Parent teacher Connect
A parent is the foremost influential teacher in a child's life. We believe that learning goes 
beyond the classroom, thus, a close partnership between the school and parent is vital in the 
best interest of the child. Presidency encourages parent participation in their child's 
education to the fullest.
Handbooks, PTMs/ Open Houses and Newsletters help us communicate with our parents on 
a regular basis besides other planned parent engagement programmes.



Walk by our Kindergarten section - it is vibrant with colour, 
music and the joy of an activity centered learning.The school 
facilities include an architecturally designed, carefully crafted 
school building with happy breathing space and well ventilated 
classrooms; ergonomically designed furniture; bright visuals, 
display boards, smart boards in classrooms and an array of Nurs-
ery equipment, in fact everything to beguile the little learners.



Presidency Group of Institutions
Bengaluru / Mangalore

E Mail / Web IdCode

Presidency School,
Nandini Layout 

admission-nlo@presidency.edu.in
presidencynlo.org

PSNLO +91 9513388505
or

 8023493291

presidencyschoolrtn.org
Presidency School,
RT Nagar

admission-rtn@presidency.edu.inPSRTN +91 9513388504
or

080 42351159

Presidency School, 
Bangalore South

admission-psbs@presidency.edu.in

presidencyschoolsouth.org

PSBS +91 9513388506
or

080 26485648

Presidency School, 
Bangalore East

admission-psbe@presidency.edu.in

www.presidencyschooleast.org

PSBE +91 9620812270

Presidency School, 
Bangalore North

admission-psbn@presidency.edu.in

presidencyschoolnorth.org

PSBN +91 8095355449
or

9845777711

Presidency School, 
Banashankari 

admissions-bsk@presidency.edu.in

presidencyschoolbsk.org

PSBSK +91 9513313343
or

9513313353

Presidency School,
Mangalore

admission@presidencyschoolmangalore.com
presidencyschoolmangalore.com

PSMNG +91 8277146010
or

0824 2272405

Contact

St Paul’s 
English School

SPES +91 8095355447
or

080 26582710

admission-spes@presidency.edu.in
spes-bengaluru.org




